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High tech workwear– 
Optimal durability– 
Tone in tone or grey con

trast stitching
– 

Standard modern colour pallette– 
For the techncially awar

e
– 

MASCOT®

HARDWEAR
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Moisture

Skin

Sweat is dispelled by the body through the skin. Fabric construction wicks moisture 
away from the body and disperses it quickly out through a large surface area of 
the garment

MascoDry® is a registered trademark of Mascot International A/S

When working hard all day long your body will naturally 
sweat. With a MASCODRY® garment you can be assured 
of all day long comfort as the fabric works to remove and 
dispel moisture from the body.

MASCODRY®

01888 06888 9888

MASCOT® Parla  Polo Shirt 50006‑826
MASCODRY® - 95% polyester/5% elastane
210 g/m²

Moisture wicking MASCODRY•	 ® fabric
Flat lock seams to avoid irritation to the body•	
Zip at the neck•	
Size: S-4XL•	
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01 06 09 888

MASCOT® Oria  Polo Shirt 50007‑826
MASCODRY® - 95% polyester/5% elastane
210 g/m²

Moisture wicking MASCODRY•	 ® polo shirt
Zip at the neck•	
Internal neck yoke•	
Size: S-4XL•	

01 05 06 09 888

MASCOT® Tudela  Polo Shirt 50020‑857
100% cotton
220 g/m²

Buttoned placket and sloped telephone chest pocket•	
Discrete contrast stitching matches to the other •	
products in the range
Extended back•	
Size: S-4XL•	

0106 9888

MASCOT® Avila  Polo Shirt 50005‑825
100% cotton
175 g/m²

Smart polo shirt with zip at neck•	
Ribbed collar and arms•	
Size: S-4XL•	

01888 06888 9888

MASCOT® Merida  Polo Sweatshirt 50009‑828
MASCODRY® - 100% polyester
220 g/m²

Moisture wicking MASCODRY•	 ® fabric
Zip at the neck•	
Sewn with flat seams to avoid irritation to the skin•	
Size: S-4XL•	

01 05 06 09 888

MASCOT® Zafra  Craftsmen’s Shorts 09349‑154
65% polyester/35% cotton
260 g/m²

CORDURA•	 ® fabric holster pockets, extra pockets and 
straps for extra tools
Ruler pocket and pen pocket in CORDURA•	 ® fabric 
Magnets in hanging pockets to hold screws, nails, •	
drill bits etc
Leg length 10” | Size: C 42-C 66•	

01 08 09

MASCOT® Altea  Hoodie 50423‑191
80% cotton/20% polyester
310 g/m²

Rib at the sides gives a close and great fit•	
Smart reinforcements at the elbows•	
Inner side of fabric is brushed to give a warm and soft feel•	
Size: S-4XL•	

New
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01 06 09 888

MASCOT® Almeria  Hoodie 50001‑805
60% cotton/40% polyester
360 g/m²

Drawstring hoodie with print and embroidery on part of the garment•	
Ribbed waist and cuffs•	
Contrast stitching•	
Size: S-4XL•	

0109 0509 06888 8889

MASCOT® Lugo  Tool Vest 06089‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

CORDURA•	 ® fabric reinforced shoulder padding and holster pockets. Kevlar® 
reinforced knife holder
Large areas of robust mesh makes the vest light and airy•	
Button adjustment on the sides for use when changing under layers•	
Size: S, L & 2XL•	

01 05 06 09 888

MASCOT® Ronda  Craftsmen’s Trousers 08131‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

Adjustable CORDURA•	 ® fabric knee pad pockets with flap and top 
access
Reinforced holster pockets, extra pockets and straps for tools•	
CORDURA•	 ® fabric rule pocket, pen pocket and studs for knife 
attachment
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 66•	

01 05 06 09 888

MASCOT® Totana  Trousers 08679‑154
65% polyester/35% cotton
260 g/m²

Reinforced thigh pocket, phone pocket and flap with velcro fastening•	
Light fabric particularly comfortable in warm environments•	
Adjustable hammer loop •	
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 66•	
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After years of experience and testing MASCOT knows 
exactly where certain parts of garments come under 
exceptional strain and exposure.  Seams are triple 
stitched, areas reinforced but when it comes to areas of 
impact, MASCOT wanted to provide the best resistance 
it could and what better than the same material than is 
used in bullet proof vests!  MASCOT has teamed up with 
DuPont™ to provide maximum impact resistance in areas 
such as knife pockets by using Kevlar® brand fiber.

If it needs to be light, strong, or safe, it needs to be 
Kevlar®

Kevlar® is a registered trademark of DuPont™

01 05 06 09 888

MASCOT® Lerida  Trousers 05079‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

Kevlar•	 ® knee pad pockets with flap and top access
Reinforced thigh pocket, phone pocket with velcro flap•	
Reflectors for extra safety when working in the dark•	
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 66•	
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01 05 06 09 888

MASCOT® Orense  Bib & Brace 08269‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

CORDURA•	 ® fabric reinforced knee pad pockets, front bib pocket, pen 
pocket and ruler pocket
Adjustable straps in short strong elastic•	
Reflectors for added security when working in the dark•	
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 72•	

01 05 06 09 11 888

MASCOT® Alcoy  T‑shirt 50002‑806
100% cotton
220 g/m²

Pre-shrunk cotton prevents shrinking when washing•	
Contrast stitching and print on part of garment•	
Size: S-4XL•	
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01 09 888 {
MASCOT® Oliva  Jacket 08030‑127
100% nylon
190 g/m²

Breathable, wind and waterproof with taped seams•	
MASCOT•	 ® Vilada vest can zip into the jacket for extra warmth
Ventilation with mesh under the sleeves - opens with zip•	
Size: S-4XL•	

01 05 06 09 888

MASCOT® Lorca  Craftsmen’s Trousers 04031‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

Adjustable CORDURA•	 ® fabric knee pad pockets with flap and top 
access and thigh reinforcement
Hip protection can be inserted (MASCOT•	 ® Waterloo)
Reinforced holster pockets, extra pockets and straps for tools•	
Leg length 30”, 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 72•	
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01 05 06 09 888

MASCOT® Alicante  Work Jacket 08109‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

Fastening with zip and storm flap with press studs•	
Reinforced chest pockets with magnetic fastening•	
Ventilation under arms makes the jacket comfortable •	
in warmer weather
Size: XS-4XL•	

01 05 09 888 }
MASCOT® Tarragona  Parka 05030‑025
Mascotex® - 100% polyester
300 g/m²

Breathable, wind and waterproof Mascotex•	 ® with 
taped seams
Functional magnetic closing chest pockets•	
Warm quilted lining •	
Size: XS-4XL•	

01 05 09 888

MASCOT® Alfaro  Pilot Jacket 08035‑166
100% nylon
140 g/m²

Breathable, wind and waterproof with taped seams•	
Detachable hood with detachable faux fur trim and •	
adjustable drawstring
Detachable sleeves can make the jacket into a body •	
warmer
Size: S-4XL•	

01 09 888

MASCOT® Coria  Fleece Jacket 06142‑147
100% polyester
390 g/m²

Exceptionally hard wearing with CORDURA•	 ® fabric 
reinforcements on many places
Great in cold weather due to windproof and water •	
repelling properties
Detachable sleeves can make the jacket into a body •	
warmer
Size: XS-4XL•	

09

MASCOT® Vilada  Gilet 08090‑179
100% polyester
255 g/m²

Warm vest with wadding and high collar•	
Elastic adjustment of width of waist•	
Can zip into both MASCOT•	 ® Oliva and MASCOT® 
Athen
Size: S-4XL•	

01 06 09

MASCOT® Atlanta  Craftsmen’s Trousers 
06131‑630
100% cotton
355 g/m²

Adjustable CORDURA•	 ® fabric knee pad pockets with 
flap and top access
Reinforced holster pockets with extra pockets and •	
straps for tools
Thigh pocket with phone pocket, flap and velcro •	
fastening
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 66•	

01 05 06 09 888 }
MASCOT® Mataro  Pilot Jacket 05035‑025
Mascotex® - 100% polyester
300 g/m²

Breathable, wind and waterproof MASCOTEX•	 ® with 
taped seams
Warm quilted lining•	
Chest pockets with flap and clever magnetic fastening •	
ensuring they always stay shut
Size: XS-5XL•	

01 05 06 09 11 888

MASCOT® Cadiz  Trousers 03179‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

Leg can zip off at the knee for use in changing •	
temperatures
Lower leg is reinforced with CORDURA•	 ® fabric, for 
extra durability
Adjustable CORDURA•	 ® fabric knee pad pockets with 
flap and top access
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 72•	
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01 06 09 888

MASCOT® Oria  Polo Shirt 50007‑826
MASCODRY® - 95% polyester/5% elastane
210 g/m²

Moisture wicking MASCODRY•	 ® polo shirt
Zip at the neck•	
Internal neck yoke•	
Size: S-4XL•	

01 08 09

MASCOT® Altea  Hoodie 50423‑191
80% cotton/20% polyester
310 g/m²

Rib at the sides gives a close and great fit•	
Smart reinforcements at the elbows•	
Inner side of fabric is brushed to give a warm and soft feel•	
Size: S-4XL•	

01 05 06 09 888

MASCOT® Jaca  Craftsmen’s ¾ Trousers 08349‑154
65% polyester/35% cotton
260 g/m²

CORDURA•	 ® fabric holster pockets with slits so they can be stored 
internally if not needed 
Hard wearing CORDURA•	 ® fabric knee pads, ruler pocket and pen 
pocket
Made in a soft light fabric perfect for warm summer days•	
Leg length 20” | Size: C 42-C 66•	

01 05 06 09 11 888

MASCOT® Malaga  Shorts 03049‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

CORDURA•	 ® fabric reinforced thigh pocket and CORDURA® fabric ruler 
and pen pocket
Thigh phone pocket with flap and adjustable velcro fastening•	
Reflectors for additional safety•	
Leg length 10” | Size: C 42-C 72•	

New
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01 06 09 888

MASCOT® Torello  Sweatshirt 50010‑830
60% cotton/40% polyester
340 g/m²

Rib at neck, cuffs and waist•	
Internal neck yoke gives a comfortable fit at the back •	
of the neck
Discrete contrast stitching matches the rest of the •	
range
Size: S-4XL•	

01 05 06 09 888

MASCOT® Elda  T‑shirt 50003‑806
100% cotton
220 g/m²

Pre-shrunk cotton avoids shrinkage when washing•	
Rib knit on arms provides extra elasticity•	
Contrast stitching and Tested to Work print•	
Size: S-4XL•	

01 05 06 09 11 888

MASCOT® Gerona  Work Jacket 03009‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

Reinforced areas with CORDURA•	 ® fabric increases 
durability
Phone chest pocket with flap, press studs and pen •	
pocket
Back pleat with mesh allows for easier movement, •	
ventilation under the arms
Size: XS-4XL•	

01 05 06 09 888

MASCOT® Toledo  Trousers 03079‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

CORDURA•	 ® fabric reinforced thigh pocket and flap 
with velcro fastening
CORDURA•	 ® fabric pen pocket and CORDURA® fabric 
reinforced ruler pocket
Reflective effects for extra safety when working in •	
the dark
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 72•	

06 09

MASCOT® Valencia  Polo Shirt 03083‑026
60% cotton/40% polyester
200 g/m²

Classic polo shirt without contrast stitching•	
Warm and practical with extended back•	
Strong fabric which holds its shape well•	
Size: S-4XL•	

0509 9888

MASCOT® Murcia  Softshell Stretch Jacket 
08001‑138
100% polyester
290 g/m²

Breathable windproof and water-repellent shell jacket•	
Waterproof zips and side ventilation•	
Mesh lining gives a great appearance•	
Size: XS-3XL•	

01 05 06 09 11 888

MASCOT® Barcelona  Shirt 03004‑024
50% polyester/50% cotton
200 g/m²

Hidden button down collar•	
Pleat in back with ventilation•	
Reinforced arm vents•	
Collar size: 37/38 cm - 49/50 cm•	
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01 05 09

MASCOT® Zamora  Jacket 03030‑011
Teflon® - CORDURA®

320 g/m²
Extremely durable jacket in CORDURA•	 ® fabric
Water-repellent jacket with warm quilted lining•	
Press studs to attach a hood if required (available •	
from MASCOT® Complete)
Size: XS-4XL•	

05 06 888 }
MASCOT® Sevilla  Pilot Jacket 03035‑025
Mascotex® - 100% polyester
300 g/m²

Classic in breathable, wind and waterproof Mascotex•	 ® 
Quilted lining can zip out and be used separately•	
Comes with press studs to attach a hood•	
Size: XS-4XL•	

01 09 888

MASCOT® Zaragosa  Parka 03010‑012
Teflon® - CORDURA®

320/205 g/m²
Durable water repellent parka in CORDURA•	 ® fabric
Reflectors to increase safety when working in the •	
dark
Press studs to attach a hood if required (available •	
from MASCOT® Complete)
Size: XS-4XL•	

01 09 888

MASCOT® Coria  Fleece Jacket 06142‑147
100% polyester
390 g/m²

Exceptionally hard wearing with CORDURA•	 ® fabric 
reinforcements on many places
Great in cold weather due to windproof and water •	
repelling properties
Detachable sleeves can make the jacket into a body •	
warmer
Size: XS-4XL•	

09

MASCOT® Denia  Softshell Stretch Jacket 
50004‑817
100% polyester
470 g/m²

Soft shell wind and water-repellent properties•	
Adjustable waist for a perfect fit•	
Telephone pocket and inner pockets•	
Size: XS-4XL•	

01 05 06 09 11 888

MASCOT® Burgos  Bib & Brace 03069‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

Adjustable waist•	
Solid garment with many CORDURA•	 ® fabric 
reinforcements
Discrete reflectors makes the wearer visible in the •	
dark
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 72•	
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Coolmax® is the industry leader 
when it comes to moisture 

management and that is why M
ASCOT have teamed up 

with ADVANSA to provide some superior moisture wicking 

garments to increase comfort in your working day
. 

In the Logrono and Vigo
 products Coolmax® transforms 

high-quality wool garments into genuine, body 
climate 

controlling functional clo
thing – and gives the w

earer a light 

and well-tempered wearing experience
 at all times.  with 

Coolmax® and wool you can exper
ience a revolutionary ran

ge 

of fabrics, soft like ca
shmere, but easy to wash a

nd quick 

to dry – the new conce
pt for contemporary clothing.

MASCOT also offer 100% Co
olmax garments see page 93 

of this catalogue. Look 
out for the Coolmax logo.

How Coolmax® works
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Drying Performance

Coolmax® is a registered Trade Mark of Invista used under licence by ADVANSA
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09

MASCOT® Logrono  Thermal Under Shirt 
50027‑871
Coolmax® - 80% Coolmax® polyester/20% wool
190 g/m²

Coolmax•	 ® moisture wicking fabric
Super warm material perfect for a base layer•	
Woollen construction ensures the body is dry and •	
warm all day long
Size: S-3XL•	

09

MASCOT® Vigo  Thermal Under Trousers 
50025‑871
Coolmax® - 80% Coolmax® polyester/20% wool
190 g/m²

Fabric construction of wool and Coolmax•	 ® makes the 
product moisture wicking
Warm base layer for all working activities•	
Flat seams, to avoid irritation to the body, with fly•	
Size: S-3XL•	
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